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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

GENERAL

The proposed Enerdu Generating Station expansion and redevelopment project is located on
the Mississippi River, in Almonte (Town of Mississippi Mills), approximately 50 km southwest of
Ottawa and 9 km northwest of Appleton, in eastern Ontario; the project location is shown on.
Figure 1.1. The proposed Enerdu GS expansion and redevelopment project will maximize the
waterpower potential of the Mississippi River at the existing waterpower generation site.
The existing generating station (GS) is presently equipped with two (2) pit-type Kaplan turbines
having an approximate capacity of 150 kW each. The total generating capacity of the existing
powerhouse is about 300 kW, operating with an approximate head of 3.35 m at the generating
station. Under these existing conditions, approximately 14 m3/s is able to pass through the
powerhouse without over-spilling the weir. Flashboards are added during the summertime to
raise the gross head water, resulting in an increase of 0.4 m at the weir and 0.5 m across the
river.
Enerdu Power Systems is planning to build a new powerhouse adjacent to the existing one
equipped with two (2) turbine units. This upgrade would require modification of the existing
powerhouse, tailrace, intake canal, weir and spillway. The generating units will be propeller-type
Kaplan turbines with 2 m runner diameter coupled with a permanent-magnet-excited
synchronous generator (PMG). The existing weir will be upgraded to inflatable Obermeyer style
crest gates. Two weir alignments are considered. The first alignment follows the footprint of the
existing weir and is composed of three (3) sections of inflatable crest gates. Weir alignment 2 is
shorter and composed of only two sections of crest gates and is cutting across the river to reach
the south shore 25 m downstream of the existing weir structure. To help regulate the headwater
level, facilitate operations and increase the discharge capacity of the design flow, a new spill
gate will be added in the left spillway canal. A new trash gate will also be added in the intake
canal.
Excavation of the riverbed on 2082 m2 will be required on the upstream side of the dam to
improve hydraulic behaviour upstream of the intake canal. The excavation will result in
minimizing the water velocity at the intake, and reduce head loss at the intake and spillway
junction, optimizing both the hydro generation capacity and the spillway discharge capacity.
Two (2) options with different alignments were considered for the powerhouse extension: one
perpendicular to the railway bridge, the other parallel to the existing powerhouse.
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During the engineering evaluation process, it was determined that the second option was the
most suitable for the generation station expansion project.
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Figure 1.1 – Enerdu GS Expansion Project Site Map
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PROJECT DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria for the project are as follows:










Power production installations will be built for a minimum reliable period of 25 years or
more.
Natural stream flows will be optimized maintaining the normal historical upstream water
operation level to 117.7 m above sea level.
Flow control and water level regulation will allow the dam to maintain levels below what
has historically been experienced at the site.
Excavation of the upstream riverbed should not negatively impact water elevations and
stream flows.
The required height and length of the adjustable section of the new water control
structure should be able to discharge water from the 1:100 year design flood, which
represents 261 m3/s.
Connection will be to the Hydro One electrical grid, electricity will be sold under an HCI
contract with the OPA.
Optimized construction and operations will meet high industrial standards.
The project will respect high environmental standards and sustainable development
principles both in the construction and operation of the project.

The general arrangement of the project and the conceptual design drawings showing all
relevant layout information are presented in Appendix A.
1.3

SCOPE OF WORK

This study report covers the following:





Hydrology review.
Hydraulic modelling (HEC RAS) for upstream water levels.
Conceptual engineering including control structures and powerhouse layout.
Conclusion.
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2.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

2.1

SITE HYDROLOGY AND FLOW-DURATION CURVE

The site inflow estimate was developed using available data from an existing gauge located in
Appleton, 9 km upstream of Almonte, on the Mississippi River (gauge 02KF006). Data was
published by the Water Survey of Canada for the years 1918 to 2010. The watershed ratio
between the gauge and the Enerdu site, in Almonte, is assumed to be 1.028. The data is shown
graphically as a flow-duration curve in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 – Flow-duration Curve
Water level and flood control for this project will be safely managed with the installation of new
Obermeyer weir gates, the left sluice gate and the trash gate which will all be automated (water
level control) and equipped with mechanical fail safe devices that will allow deflation in case of
power failure during flood events if maximum water level is reached. The gates will also be able
to operate in manual mode, allowing for deflation and lowering of the gates.
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A flood-frequency analysis was undertaken based on the maximum yearly daily flows observed
at the Appleton gauge 02KF006 (factorised by Enerdu watershed ratio of 1.028). The resulting
flows are presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 – Flood Frequency Analysis (Normal)
Return Period
(years)
1000
200
100
50
20
10
5
2

2.2

Calculated Flow (m3/s)
(Data from 1918 – 2010)
297
273
261
248
229
211
191
150

HYDRAULIC MODEL (HEC RAS)

HEC RAS, a software program designed to model steady and unsteady flow conditions of a
given river system, was used to compare the before- and after-construction conditions, average
monthly water surface profiles and flow conditions for the Mississippi River to assess
engineering and environmental impacts of the different scenarios. The design flow for the new
powerhouse is set at 37 m3/s. The existing residual flow of approximately 1.0 m3/s will be
maintained. This value was estimated based on site observations during low flow conditions.
Bathymetry data obtained from the Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority was used as the
initial input to generate cross sections of the Mississippi River in HEC RAS. The section of the
waterway between Almonte and Appleton was modeled with the Appleton Dam being the
upstream control point of the model. This numerical modeling is performed for different flow
conditions to provide an overall understanding of the river’s hydraulic behavior. The model is
then calibrated with known water levels under various conditions selected to represent as near
as possible to the target minimum, normal and maximum design flows under existing condition.
The results are then compared to the new weir configuration model results to identify the
changes to hydraulic conditions and improvement generated by the new weir construction.
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In order to improve hydraulic behaviour upstream of the intake canal, the riverbed will be
excavated over an approximate length of 50 m. This excavation will result in decreased water
velocity and head losses at the intake canal and dam junction, improving both hydroelectric
production and the discharge capacity of the dam.
Figures presented in Appendix B illustrate the water surface elevations (WSE) obtained with
HEC RAS for the existing conditions and for the selected construction scenario, including the
proposed upstream riverbed excavation and the new dam construction under 1:100 year return
flood flow scenario. In this extreme situation, all proposed gates are considered fully opened
with the powerhouse in shut down mode. All the cross-sections are shown in a downstream
facing direction. Table 2.2 summarizes the water levels and average velocities obtained for both
the existing and the proposed construction configuration at critical cross sections starting just
upstream of the intake and spanning 61 meters upstream of the railway bridge.
Table 2.2 –WSE and Velocity Modelling Results at Different Cross Sections

Condition

Q100yr
(m3/s)

WSE (m)
21.0 m
Upstream
of the railway
bridge

Existing
Proposed

261.00
261.00

118.30
118.22

WSE (m)
31.0 m
Upstream
of the railway
bridge

WSE (m)
69.0 m
Upstream
of the railway
bridge

Maximum
Average
Approach
Velocity (m/s)

118.30
118.23

118.32
118.24

1.52
1.37

These preliminary results are showing that the projected new weir construction isn’t creating an
additional obstruction to flood flows and allows keeping the WSE under the existing levels.
Pending further calibration data for a wider range of low and high flows and over a longer river
stretch of upstream cross sections, these results validate that the presented overall excavation
extents and new spillway configuration are acceptable to meet this objective.
Further hydraulic modelling will also be required to better validate that the projected excavation
extents are allowing maintaining the head losses minimum in the intake canal in the vicinity
upstream of the powerhouse for lower flows, closer the normal operating flow of 37 m³/s.
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WEIR, CONVEYANCE STRUCTURES AND POWERHOUSE

The construction of a new weir and the modification of the existing left spillway are required to
regulate the operating water levels and safely discharge the 1:100 year flood flow. To prevent
upstream shoreline flooding, water levels should remain below those historically observed at the
site.
The general arrangement of the project as well as the conceptual drawings of the weir,
conveyance structures and the powerhouse are presented in Appendix A. The project
components include:









2.4

A spillway located on the left shore of the island, equipped with a 4 m wide by 2 m high
Obermeyer weir gate.
A concrete weir overtopped by 2 (or 3) sections of 1 m high Obermeyer weir gate,
depending on the alignment.
A concrete intake canal wall equipped with a 1 m high by 2 m wide trash gate.
An intake equipped with two (2) sluiceways, each measuring 6.5 m wide by 3.7 m high,
equipped with two (2) mechanically operated gates, trash rack and a trash rack cleaner.
A reinforced concrete powerhouse, approximately 15 m wide by 34 m long.
An excavated tailrace canal, measuring approximately 15 m wide by 16 m long.
A permanent access road located downstream of the existing powerhouse and 2
temporary access roads, one at the right upstream side of the railway bridge looking
downstream and one on the left side close to the town hall parking area.

ELECTROMECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

In order to maximize the power generation capacity of the proposed Enerdu GS and to facilitate
the regulation of water levels, two propeller-type horizontal Kaplan turbines, generators and
equipments are proposed. The components of this configuration would be:





Two (2) propeller-type horizontal Kaplan turbines (at least one doubled regulated), 145
RPM rotation speed and 2 m runner diameter for a total generation capacity of 950 kW
operating with a 3.35 m of gross head and a 37 m3/s maximum flow capacity.
Two (2) draft tubes dismantling pieces with transitional pieces.
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Two (2) Speed/Water Level Regulator (automatic operation), HPU, 3 X 600 V, 60 Hz,
hydrostatic probe, digital signal transmission, hydraulic pressure unit.
Two (2) turbine control panels.
Two (2) synchronous generators, 560 kVA each.
One (1) OHI model 10-3 automatic water level control system and one (1) air
compressor for crest gate bladder pressure control.

The use of permanent-magnet-excited (PMG) synchronous generator has many advantages
with respect to conventional synchronous generator. These benefits are listed below:










Longevity
High water-to-wire efficiency
Running smoothness (No noise)
Low maintenance requirements
Extremely compact construction
Without cooling
Without generator bearings
Emission-free
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CONCLUSION

This report summarizes the findings of the preliminary engineering completed to date for the
proposed Enerdu Generating Station Expansion project in support of the environmental
assessment (EA) planning. Pending the outcomes of the EA, regulatory input, and detailed
engineering design will be completed in support of the Plans and Specifications project approval
under the Lakes and River Improvement Act to proceed to a competitive tender process for the
construction and supply of all the required components. Further calibration data should be
compiled for a wider range of hydraulic conditions (flows) in order to confirm the base water
level parameters for the powerhouse construction and allow further hydraulic modelling
confirming the preliminary results presented in this report.
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Appendix A-1
Conceptual Drawings – Preferred Option
G02 – General Layout Existing Condition Plan
G03A – General Layout Plan – Weir Alignment Option 1 and Powerhouse Alignment Option A
G10 – Double Kaplan Turbine and Intake Canal Wall – Plan and Profile
G11 – Double Kaplan Turbine and Intake Canal Wall – Profile
G12 – Powerhouse Excavation – Plan, Profile and Sections
G16 – Construction Sequence Plan – Weir Alignment Option 1 & Powerhouse Alignment Option A

Appendix A-2
Conceptual Drawings – Alternate options

G01B – General Layout Plan – Weir Alignment Option 2 and Powerhouse Alignment Option B
G03B – General Layout Plan – Weir Alignment Option 2 and Powerhouse Alignment Option A
G17 – Construction Sequence Plan – Weir Alignment Option 2

Appendix A-2
Conceptual Drawings – Alternate options

G01B – General Layout Plan – Weir Alignment Option 2 and Powerhouse Alignment Option B
G03B – General Layout Plan – Weir Alignment Option 2 and Powerhouse Alignment Option A
G17 – Construction Sequence Plan – Weir Alignment Option 2

B

Appendix B
HEC RAS Cross sections

Existing water level – 261 m3/s – 21.0 m Upstream of the railway bridge

Proposed water level – 261 m3/s – 21.0 m Upstream of the railway bridge

Existing water level – 261 m3/s – 31.0 m Upstream of the railway bridge

Proposed water level – 261 m3/s – 31.0 m Upstream of the railway bridge

Existing water level – 261 m3/s – 69.0 m Upstream of the railway bridge

Proposed water level – 261 m3/s – 69.0 m Upstream of the railway bridge

